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● Context
● The questionnaire generation service (QGS)
● Reuse of the service in SURS
● Questions and anwers
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● The UNECE and the modernization of official statistics
– Common models and standards
– Common service architecture for statistical production
● The European Statistical System (ESS)
– The Vision 2020 → Strategic directions for the ESS
– The SERV project → Fostering service reuse
– ESSnet on Sharing Common Functionalities (SCFE)
→ Produce deliverables for SERV
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● SCFE deliverables (available on CROS portal)
– Guidelines
● Developing reusable services
● Choosing and reusing services
● Assessing external services
● Opportunities of Open Source
– Organization and management of service reuse at ESS level
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● SCFE deliverables
– List of services assessed according to AAA model (Availability, 
Affordability, Attractiveness)
– Actual reuse operations and lessons learned
● Seasonal adjustment of time series (NBB-Insee/Destatis-Eurostat)
● Dissemination of metadata on statistical operations (Insee/CASD)
● Automated generation of statistical questionnaires (Insee/SURS)
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● Use XSLT to transform DDI questionnaire descriptions into 
●
→ QGS wraps the Questionnaire Generator, an instance of Eno
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● Why?
– Commitment to international standards
– Standards help reuse
– DDI best standard for representing questionnaires
● How?
– Worked in close interaction with the DDI Alliance
– Tried to document a DDI profile for questionnaires
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● Supports complex questionnaires
– Various types of questions (single/multiple choice, tables, 
master/detail…) and response domains
– Conditional text in questions, instructions, etc.
– Complex control specifications (single/multiple answers, 
external variables…) 
– Complex logic flow (filters, loops, redirections…) 
● Questionnaires can be extensively personalized
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● Extract from its application context
● Abstract from technical dependencies
● Rewrite the code
● Translate the documentation
● Publish as Open source
● Add a visual questionnaire designer
● Package
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● Eno, Pogues, etc., are open source & multi-language
– Available on GitHub at https://github.com/InseeFr
– MIT license: reuse, or contribute
● Packaged as command line tool, web service, Docker 
image
● Installed on Eurostat SOA platform
● Demo instance at http://pogues.scfe.eu/rmspogfo 
